ISDC Conference 2022
GREEN AND CLEAN

Sustainability, green ingredients and low carbon
footprint strategies take centre stage at ISDC 2022

T

he growing consumer demand
for naturals based cosmetics
and cleaning products that are
environmentally benign, is pushing
the global home and personal care
industry to adopt strategies to ensure
a value chain that promotes renewable
feedstock, low carbon chemistries,
biodegradability, reduced waste &
raw materials use and sustainable
packaging. These topics were in the
spotlight when ingredient suppliers
and other stakeholders in the home
and personal care industry recently
congregated in Goa for the triennial
‘International Soap, Detergent and
Cosmetic (ISDC) Conference 2022’
organised by the Indian Home &
Personal Care Industry Association
(IHPCIA).
Speaking at the event, Mr. Sanjay
Trivedi, Founder-Director, IHPCIA and
Chairman of Trivedi Groupe, said the
COVID-19 pandemic has increased the

energy, and boast of a lower carbon
footprint, he pointed out.
Speaking about the global surfactants market, he noted that almost 45%
of the market is dominated by anionics,
followed by nonionics, cationics and
amphoterics. By end-use segments, the
consumer-based products like household detergents and personal care products account for over 50% of the
demand. The global surfactant market is
valued at around $45-bn and forecast to
grow at a CAGR of around 5% to over
$80-bn by 2030. India accounts for
only 2% of global surfactants market,
indicating massive growth potential.
“awareness of doing things differently”
and the need to ensure the change is
sustainable and in compliance with
climate change goals. In the cleaning
industry, there is an enhanced focus now
on ultra-concentrated products based
on renewables that use less water &

Mr. Trivedi said the Indian home
care industry would see stable & consistent growth over the next ﬁve years
driven by factors like growth in modern retailing concepts, rising demand
from rural markets and introduction of
GST.
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The Indian home & laundry care
market, valued at $7.78-bn in 2021, is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 4.55%
from 2021 to 2026. The market’s largest segment is laundry care, valued at
around $5-bn in 2021.
Mr. Trivedi said that even as the
Indian market offers huge growth opportunities driven by rising living standards, e-commerce & digital marketing induced spendings and burgeoning
FMCG industry, companies will have
to draw up strategies to tackle challenges like changing consumer behaviour, environmental stress and changing
regulations, especially impacting taxes
and sustainable packaging.
‘Greater government-industryacademia linkages needed’
In her address, Dr. Sapna Kaushik
from the Ministry of Science & Technology, called for greater governmentindustry-academia linkages focussed
on sustainability – not only for developing products from renewable resources,
but also for packaging materials.
“The Department of Science and
Technology (DST) has been supporting
the concept of renewable and clean
energy through various initiatives. DST is
gearing up for harnessing state-of-the-art
research-led innovation and costeffective materials, technology and
processes for the clean energy advancement in the country,” she said, and added
that DST has also taken up the lead
to promote sector-agnostic start-ups
throughout the country.
AGNIi Mission will support sustainability efforts in HPC sector
Mr. Rahul Nayar, who leads the
Government of India’s AGNIi Mission
involved in boosting the innovation
ecosystem in the country and helping
commercialise innovative solutions,
said the Mission will be keen to
explore setting up of coherent models

that can drive public-industry collaboration around innovation for sustainability and growth in the home and
personal care (HPC) sector. He said the
deﬁnite shift in consumer behaviour towards sustainable products and brands,
besides the push from government regulations and voluntary commitments,
represent an opportunity to drive innovation in the HPC sector.
Mr. Sanid Patil, who currently leads
the Innovation Practice at AGNIi Mission offered the Mission’s support
in identifying technologies deployed
successfully in other industries, which
could be tinkered with and put to use
in the HPC sector. “Even as an HPC
ﬁrm would tend to look at a particular
problem from a chemistry or ingredients perspective, there may be a bunch
of other technologies that are dual-use
and could be applicable in the transition
towards a cleaner and sustainable process,” he added.
Mr. Badri Narayanan Gopalakrishnan,
Lead Advisor, NITI Aayog, urged the
HPC industry to develop products that
are either naturals based or based on
chemicals that are not harmful and aim
for disruptive pricing to capture markets globally.
Clean future
In his video address, Mr. Deepak
Subramanian, Executive DirectorHome Care, Hindustan Unilever Ltd.
(HUL), said his company was keen to
collaborate across the value chain to
help “clean up the cleaning industry”.
In September last year, HUL’s parent company, Unilever, had launched a
€1-bn ‘Clean Future’ innovation strategy to change the way its cleaning and
laundry products are created, manufactured and packaged. A key focus was to
replace ingredients derived from fossil
fuels with alternatives from renewable
or recycled sources by 2030. “We can-
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not pull this off on our own unless we
have collaborations across the value
chain,” he remarked. “I am absolutely
amazed and inspired by the way in
which many of our ecosystem partners –
especially our chemical and packaging
suppliers – have responded to our needs and
this call to action, because it is truly a winwin situation for everybody,” he added.
Giving an example of work being done in India in terms of moving
to renewable or circular feedstock, he
said HUL has worked with a Tuticorinbased partner for the use of recycled
carbon captured purple soda ash. “This
soda ash supplier takes out the CO2 that
is emitted in the processing of soda ash
and recycles it back and gets it converted
into soda ash. We are very keen to scale
this up,” he said. “In the area of low
carbon chemistries, there is lot of work
happening in concentrating of liquids,
substituting active detergents and surfactants with polymers, and with better
quality enzymes, which will then help
us to deliver superior performance with
less chemicals in the load and even cold
wash settings,” he informed.
He, however, warned that the industry would have to be ready for “a lot
of setbacks and continue to be resilient
as we move forward on this mission to
decarbonise the cleaning industry”.
Mr. Ramnath Vaidyanathan, AVP &
Head – Environmental Sustainability,
Godrej Group, said a key focus of the
group’s ‘good and green’ strategy is on
product innovation to generate a third
of the group’s revenues from green
products. “We realised that it is almost
impossible to quantify a product as an
absolutely green or good product. It
is imperative for the industry to have
some sort of uniﬁed framework for
deﬁning a green product. It is heartening
to note that some leading industry bodies
are working towards having an eco or
green labelling,” he pointed out.
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Indian surfactants industry estimates
Type
Linear Alkyl Benzene Sulfonate
(LABS)
Alpha Oleﬁn Sulphonate (AOS)

Size
900,000

Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate
(SLES)
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (SLS)

100,000

Methyl Ester Sulphonate (MES)

12,000

60,000

32,000

He said the life cycle approach
(LCA) will continue to be the basis for
identifying environmental footprint of
the Group’s products. The LCA results,
apart from giving rise to projects for
improvements in packaging and R&D,
will also lead to the formation of new
product development framework based
on green parameters, he said.
Sustainable surfactants
Dr. Sandeep Gharat, Head – R&D
and New Business Development,
Godrej Industries Ltd. (Chemicals), while
speaking about the growth drivers of
the Indian surfactants industry, identiﬁed factors like the launch of the
Swacch Bharat Abhiyan by the government and the COVID-19 pandemic,
which created strong demand for cleaning and hygiene products. “The Indian
market is slowly converting to use of
better actives and products with better
claims,” he said.
Dr. Gharat added that the trend
towards greener surfactants is being
driven by factors like depleting petrochemicals resources, statutory requirements, pressure from customers and
growing consumer awareness.
The new advanced alternatives
being developed in recent years are not
only environmentally benign, but have
better efﬁcacy and its multi-functionality can be leveraged in many applications areas. Major building blocks for

Major applications
Fabric wash, hard surface and
misc. industrial cleaning
Home & personal wash and
misc. industrial uses
Home & personal wash
Oral care and misc. industrial
uses (non-wash)
Fabric wash

these are oleo-based and natural molecules such as glycerol, amino acids
and sugars.
He said oleochemicals-based green
products offered by Godrej are helping replace ingredients like mineral
oils, lubricants, preservatives and agriemulsiﬁers. Glycerides, biosurfactants
and fatty acids are other substitutes,
which are gaining in popularity.
Dr. Gharat said Godrej’s ﬁrst bio-product,
sophorolipids, is now being introduced
in many applications including home
and personal care.
He acknowledged that even as
replacing the complete existing surfactants portfolio with green products
would be a tall order, Godrej has made
a beginning and has reached a level
where it can claim to have at least 50%
green product portfolio.
Undesirable ingredients
In his speech, Mr. Sunil Chari,
Founder Director, Rossari Biotech Ltd.,
highlighted the worrying aspect of the
use of non-eco-friendly products in the
Indian market. “Nonyl phenol or alkyl
phenol ethoxylates have been banned
in the textile industry for many years
now, but we continue to see its use in
detergents and agro-emulsiﬁer market,” he noted. In the same vein, he said
even as industries are prohibited from
releasing any efﬂuents which is acidic,
households put out millions of litres
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of hydrochloric acid, used in cleaning
products, down the drain every day and
it is not highlighted. Another matter of
concern is the presence of carcinogens
in aroma chemicals and dyes used in
the HPC industry.
Mr. Chari also noted the use of
dolomite, soapstone powder and salt in the
making of detergent powders. “These
make up 50% of the detergent powders
and it is going down the drain,” he said.
Japanese perspectives
In his video message, Dr. Yoshihiro Hasebe, Chairperson, Japan Soap
and Detergent Association (JSDA) and
Representative Director, President and
CEO, Kao Corporation, said the current
linear economic model of mass production, mass usage and mass wastage is
causing serious environment issues.
“To realise a sustainable future, we
need to change this model to a circular
one,” he said.
Dr. Hasebe spoke about JSDA’s
activities in helping the Japanese government in tackling the rising demand
for disinfectants during the COVID-19
pandemic and its efforts to reduce the
use of plastics in packaging in cleaning
products.
Mr. Masazumi Kikukawa, Representative Director, President & CEO,
Lion Corporation, who also spoke virtually, discussed the role of the toiletries industry in future society, in light
of the lifestyle changes brought on by
COVID-19. He spoke about the role
of the industry in changing consumer
washing habits in Japan over the past
50 years, with the shift from synthetic
detergent powders to the liquid formats prevalent now. He said the use of
enzyme technology to increase detergency
at low temperatures helped establish
the practice of washing clothes using
water at room temperature, as opposed
to Europe, where hot water washing is
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more prevalent. “The toiletries industry needs to consider its important role
in proposing and nurturing new, good
daily habits that lead to more environment friendly and hygienic lifestyles,”
he said, and added, “we need to work
with consumers to create new sustainable lifestyles by addressing the key
challenges of reducing CO2 emission
and plastics consumption.”
Mr. Kikukawa noted that even as
the total CO2 emissions in Japan in
2020 reduced by about 50% since 2017,
emissions from the household sector
have hardly changed. “The toiletries
industry can contribute to household
decarbonisation and resource circularity
by proposing easy, eco-friendly habits
to consumers, and developing environment-friendly lifestyles. Therefore, we
have set carbon negativity and the use
of continually recyclable plastic as our
target for 2050,” he informed.
In his presentation, Dr. Debojit
Chakraborty, Vice President – R&D &
Quality, Jyothy Labs Ltd., spoke about
how COVID-19 brought about signiﬁcant
changes in the fundamentals of the FMCG
industry and how it repivoted to address
the changing consumer dynamics.
Focus on sustainability
Mr. Krishna Mohan Puvvada,
Regional President, Novozymes India,
spoke integrating sustainability to futureproof the cleaning industry.
“A lot has changed in the world and
we are being challenged on various
fronts at the same time. Now we need
to adapt our systems, bring in agility
and new processes in product development, inventory management, supply chain operations, etc., and de-risk
operations. India is becoming younger
and there is growing adoption of digital
avenues including e-commerce. Organisations need to calibrate their strategies
to reach out to this young, educated,

Dr. Kishore Shah, Chairman of Sauradip Chemical Industries Pvt. Ltd. (Left) being honoured
with the ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ at the ISDC 2022 by Mr. Sanjay Trivedi, FounderDirector, IHPCIA. Dr. Shah is a distinguished alumnus of ICT-Mumbai (formerly UDCT) and
has authored various books on chemical technology. He was among seven industry leaders
felicitated with lifetime achievement awards.

aspirational India, looking to make
informed choices in terms of what they
are purchasing,” he advised.
Speaking about Novozymes’
approach to address sustainability issues
in home care, Mr. Puvvadda said a key
focus is on carbon capture. Novozymes
and Italy’s Saipem have entered into
a collaboration agreement to develop
solutions for enzymatic carbon capture, a
biological and cost-effective alternative
to traditional carbon capture.
The company is also actively bringing in industrial enzymes in home care
by working with formulators to bring in
new functionality, replace chemicals,
improve stain removal performance,
etc. “Our aim is for a 100% biological
detergent and we will need partners to
make it happen,” he said.
Another Novozymes sustainability
initiative highlighted by Mr. Puvvadda
was on enhanced plastic degradation.
Novozymes is working to scale up
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production of enzymes that degrade
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) under
an agreement with France’s Carbios,
which developed the enzymes. The
enzymes break down PET into monomers that can be used to produce virginquality plastics.
Mr. Puvvadda said Novozymes
is able to offer solutions for Scope 3
reductions with the help of compaction
technology. “Through compaction, one
can reduce the amounts of raw materials, plastic waste, etc., and also help
bring a lot of functionalities. It is cost
efﬁcient, energy efﬁcient and carbon
efﬁcient, and it performs the same or
better,” he said.
“If the entire Indian detergent powder production is compacted by 50%, it
would lead to reducing 16,200-tonnes
of plastic – equal to 40 days of plastic waste being prevented. It would
also lead to reducing carbon dioxide
emissions by 0.7-mt, besides reducing
aquatic toxicity,” he added.
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POETIC PRESENTATION

Towards a greener and cleaner home & personal
care industry
In his trademark style, Dr. Nadir
Godrej, Managing Director, Godrej Industries Ltd., made a presentation in verse
that highlighted the need for the home
and personal care industry to address
the sustainability challenges by shifting
to greener and cleaner ingredients:

Both social – affordable cleaning, and
environmental greening

It is no longer climate change, within a
tolerable range

When compared to a regular wash, but
substantially greater, By gosh!

A crisis is what it’s about, with ﬁres,
ﬂoods as well as drought

When we compare to bar soap, all in
all, there’s so much scope

Every week a constant blast, far worse
than seen in the past
If we must, we will adapt, prevention
though would be more apt
There is a cost to adaptation, it’s rising
fast in every nation
As well as for the world at large, this
will be a heavy charge
In fact, we should all conclude, prevention would be far more shrewd
It actually would cost much less, and
avoid a lot of stress
Our industry should play a role, in the
carbon neutral goal
GHG emissions should be reduced,
more green energy should be produced
Wind and solar costs are falling, there is
no reason for any stalling
And India’s full of biomass – palm ﬁbre,
bamboo and bagasse

Once again, we’re in the fray, as body
wash is on the way.
This also makes a lot of sense, with
savings that are immense

Dr. Nadir Godrej

The less we waste the more we save,
we must be smart we must be brave
We do indeed need to invest, but these
returns are the best!
Now all of you will I hope, try our
magic liquid soap.
It’s a product both good and green,
many beneﬁts are seen.
The project was an ambitious bid, to
reach the bottom of the pyramid
With a product that could properly
clean, and as well be extremely green
With a design that’s very lean, multiple
beneﬁts can be seen
Reducing waste, reduces cost, there’s
no trade off, nothing’s lost!
Our innovation saved the day, powder
to liquid was the way
As this is a concentrate, the plastic saving’s truly great

In order to really succeed, new surfactants are the need
Sophorolipids are one way to go, multiple beneﬁts clearly ﬂow
A smaller quantity is all we need; synergistic surfactants help us succeed
Microbes can be kept at bay, and therefore, it can also play
As germicide or preservative, so many
options it can give!
Much success is what you’ll see, if you
add it to your artillery!
Now plastic waste is a pain, on land and
sea, it’s such a bane
We need plastics that biodegrade, so far
in India none are made
As far as goes for the other kind, we
should always bear in mind
We must recycle or reuse, or else repurpose or reduce
It must be clearly understood, waste
management must be good

Everywhere there’s water stress, undoubtedly, we must use less

One half is all that we need, in transport, as well, we did succeed

Both in consumption and production,
we need substantial reduction

The volumes less, we need less trips,
our carbon footprint dramatically slips

The task is hard the task is tall, collectively let’s take the call

Fortunately, it’s not a cost, with good
ideas nothing’s lost

Combining is tricky but in fact, we
achieved a double impact

Consciously we must plan it, to preserve, proﬁt, people and planet!
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